Making Connections With Our Representatives More Casual
Currently, only those that are most vocal and don't mind having their names put out there end up reaching out to their representatives with concerns or general questions. However, this should be something that everyone should feel comfortable doing. Our representatives should be representing us, and they can't effectively do this unless all of us are able to share our input with them, since many policy ideas stem from concerns brought up in emails to representatives. That's where RepConnect comes in.

How Does It Work?
Make An Account: To sign up, simply enter your name, email, and address in order to add you to your respective legislator's communities.
Post a Question, Reponse, or Statement: Choose one of your legislators to post something on their profile. You can choose specific tags to group your post under, determine if you want the post to be visible to everyone or only the representative, and choose to post anonymously or with your real name.
Browse Posts: On the legislator's profile, you have the ability to scroll through recent posts from community members or even the representative themself, filtering or searching if you only want to view posts related to a specific topic. You can upvote or downvote a post depending on whether or not you agree with it.

Through removing the tension associated with talking to a representative and making communication more accessible, legislators will become better equipped to create legislation that takes into consideration all of our interests, working to propel society forward and allow us to flourish.